
FIXED HARDWARE APPLICATION

APPLICANT CONTACT INFO:

NAME:     PHONE:  

ADDRESS:    EMAIL:   

LORY STATE PARK

PHOTO DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ROUTE:
Please provide a photo showing the location and proposed line the route would follow. 
Any proposed fixed anchors or hardware should be indicated with an X. The NCCC can 
provide a photo for this use. You are also required to provide an “after” photo once 
installation of fixed hardware is complete.

PROPOSED ROUTE DESCRIPTION:

NAME OF ROUTE:  

LOCATION : Please describe the approximate location of the route starting from the 
Arthurs Rock Trailhead to the base of the proposed route.

ROUTE/CLIMBING DESCRIPTION: Please describe what the nature of the climbing 
is, length of the route, number of pitches, a general idea of the difficulty/rating of the 
climb, and a description of how to descend from the route. 

PROPOSED HARDWARE: Please describe any fixed hardware you propose to install. 
Including number of bolts and why the safety of the route depends on this fixed anchor.

THIS APPLICATION PROCESS IS MANAGED IN PART BY THE NORTHERN COLORADO CLIMBERS COALITION (NCCC). ANY FIXED HARDWARE 

PROPOSALS MUST BE SUBMITTED ON THIS APPLICATION;  ANY FIXED HARDWARE INSTALLATIONS AT LORY STATE PARK MUST BE  

PRE-APPROVED THROUGH PARK MANAGEMENT. PLEASE CONTACT US IF YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS. 

www.nococlimbing.org     http://www.parks.state.co.us/parks/lory/Pages/LoryStatePark.aspx

 

            Ben Scott                415-317-0344

                 1100 Magnolia, Fort Collins, CO, 80521                 bennetts55@hotmail.com

BIG BAD BOOK a.k.a. Old Aid Route, 5.11

Hike up the Arthurs Rock Trail for aprox. 45 minutes, past the boulder problem 
Childbirth to the base of the South Face of Arthurs Rock.

PITCH 1: The first pitch climbs broken moderate rock with traditional gear 
to a stance below a small pillar. Clip two bolts on your way up the pillar to a 
stance on top of the pillar below the right facing corner. Continue up the 1-2” 
inch crack to an obvious pod where a #3.5 or #4 cam is placed. Climb left on 
faceholds past a bolt to an obvious TCU placement. Continue up the corner 
to where it widens into a hand crack. Continue up the handcrack to an old 
fixed anchor at the base of the roof. The anchor will need to be replaced with 
modern hardware. 5.11 aprox grade. This pitch has some loose rock that will 
need to be removed via prybar or hammer before it is safe for all climbers.

PITCH 2: From the belay head up and left through two twin cracks splitting 
the roof. Follow cracks and chickenheads to the top of the dome.  
5.10+ aprox grade.

DESCENT: From the top walk North to an obvious gully that leads back to the 
east and around to the south side of the formation.

Aprox. 3 bolts are needed to protect the first pitch. All bolts will be 3/8”x3” 
FIXE stainless steel expansion bolts, FIXE stainless hangers, and High Grade 
Plated Chain and Quick Links. All fixed hardware will be camouflaged before 
installation.
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THIS APPLICATION PROCESS IS MANAGED IN PART BY THE NORTHERN COLORADO CLIMBERS COALITION (NCCC). ANY FIXED HARDWARE 

PROPOSALS MUST BE SUBMITTED ON THIS APPLICATION;  ANY FIXED HARDWARE INSTALLATIONS AT LORY STATE PARK MUST BE  

PRE-APPROVED THROUGH PARK MANAGEMENT. PLEASE CONTACT US IF YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS. 
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PHOTO DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ROUTE:
Please provide a photo showing the location and proposed line the route would follow. 
Any proposed fixed anchors or hardware should be indicated with an X. The ARCC can 
provide a photo for this use. You are also required to provide an “after” photo once 
installation of fixed hardware is complete.

ADDITIONAL ROUTE INFORMATION

PROPOSED ROUTE DESCRIPTION:

NAME OF ROUTE: BIG BAD BOOK a.k.a. Old Aid Route, 5.11



FIXED HARDWARE INSTALLATION RE-CAP

APPLICANT CONTACT INFO:

NAME:     PHONE:  

ADDRESS:    EMAIL:   

LORY STATE PARK

Approximate Date Hardware was installed:

PHOTO OF INSTALLED ANCHORS: PROPOSED ROUTE DESCRIPTION:

NAME OF ROUTE:  

LOCATION : Please describe the approximate location of the route starting from the 
Arthurs Rock Trailhead to the base of the proposed route.

ROUTE/CLIMBING DESCRIPTION: Please describe what the nature of the climbing 
is, length of the route, number of pitches, a general idea of the difficulty/rating of the 
climb, and a description of how to descend from the route. 

INSTALLED HARDWARE: Please describe any fixed hardware you installed. Including 
number of bolts and why the safety of the route depends on this fixed anchor.

THIS APPLICATION PROCESS IS MANAGED IN PART BY THE NORTHERN COLORADO CLIMBERS COALITION (NCCC). ANY FIXED HARDWARE 

PROPOSALS MUST BE SUBMITTED ON THIS APPLICATION;  ANY FIXED HARDWARE INSTALLATIONS AT LORY STATE PARK MUST BE  

PRE-APPROVED THROUGH PARK MANAGEMENT. PLEASE CONTACT US IF YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS. 

www.nococlimbing.org     http://www.parks.state.co.us/parks/lory/Pages/LoryStatePark.aspx
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            Ben Scott                415-317-0344

                 1100 Magnolia, Fort Collins, CO, 80521                 bennetts55@hotmail.com

BIG BAD BOOK a.k.a. Old Aid Route, 5.11

Hike up the Arthurs Rock Trail for aprox. 45 minutes, past the boulder problem 
Childbirth to the base of the South Face of Arthurs Rock.

PITCH 1: The first pitch climbs broken moderate rock with traditional gear 
to a stance below a small pillar. Clip two bolts on your way up the pillar to a 
stance on top of the pillar below the right facing corner. Continue up the 1-2” 
inch crack to an obvious pod where a #3.5 or #4 cam is placed. Climb left on 
faceholds past a bolt to an obvious TCU placement. Continue up the corner 
to where it widens into a hand crack. Continue up the handcrack to an old 
fixed anchor at the base of the roof. The anchor will need to be replaced with 
modern hardware. 5.11 aprox grade. This pitch has some loose rock that will 
need to be removed via prybar or hammer before it is safe for all climbers.

PITCH 2: From the belay head up and left through two twin cracks splitting 
the roof. Follow cracks and chickenheads to the top of the dome.  
5.10+ aprox grade.

DESCENT: From the top walk North to an obvious gully that leads back to the 
east and around to the south side of the formation.

Aprox. 3 bolts were needed to protect the first pitch. All bolts will be 3/8”x3” 
FIXE stainless steel expansion bolts, FIXE stainless hangers, and High Grade 
Plated Chain and Quick Links. All fixed hardware will be camouflaged before 
installation.


